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ABSTRACT
Drawing TLG (Table, Listing and Graph) mock shell relies heavily on manual work. After spending a lot of
time on generation, modification, and finalization the mock shell, statistical programmers still need to
manually write repetitive code for creation of TLG.
To reduce manual work and improve efficiency, we designed a metadata driven process to automate
generation of mock shell as well as TLG. By adopting Python GUI (Graphical User Interface) toolkit and
NLP (Natural Language Processing), this process was implemented with two applications. With these
applications, statistical programmers can create shell and final output within short time by just clicking on
several buttons.

INTRODUCTION
Scalability and reusability of metadata-driven solution used in statistical programming can help avoid
inconsistencies and issues with data analysis and reporting across studies as well as reduce redundancy
and unnecessary use of space. More importantly, having the metadata centralized can make
programming task less time-consuming.
The working efficiency of statistical programmers can be further improved by leveraging application —
Graphical User Interface (GUI) — developed by Python. The operations — like clicking on buttons,
selecting combo box item — over applications can seamlessly connect the metadata system and whole
TLG automation process.

TLG AUTOMATION PROCESS
With TOC provided by statistician and global metadata files derived from global standard shell, study level
XML metadata and excel file containing title and footnote can be generated. These two kinds of material
can be used to generate study level mock shell. With help of NLP (Nature Language Processing) like
NER (Name Entity Recognition), key words and phrases can be extracted from TLG title and mock shell.
The extracted key words/phrases and SAS macro mapping metadata can be linked together with fuzzy
match or machine learning to generate TLG macro parameter values. The generated macro parameter
values can be filled into SAS program template and thus create study level TLG SAS program file which
can generate final TLG.

Figure 1. TLG Automation Process
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TLG APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Above TLG automation process and post TLG processing can be linked by four applications, Generate
Mock Shell, CDARS, Combine TLG and CSR Intext Table Insertion. Generation, usage, recycling of
metadata is also managed quietly behind the scenes by these applications. The recycled metadata will be
applied to enrich corporate level metadata which can enhance the whole system.
By inputting study level TOC file and corporate level TLG shell metadata into Generate Mock Shell
application, study level TLG metadata and mock shell can be generated. Study level TLG metadata like
xml file and title & footnote excel file can be served as input material of CDARS application to generate
TLG SAS macro parameter values. These macro parameter values will be used to generate SAS program
file and final TLG. Post-text TLG can be combined into appendix file of CSR by using Combine TLG
application. While Intext TLG will be automatically inserted into CSR with auto-insertion manual
generated by CSR Intext Table Insertion application.

Figure 2. TLG Application Development

GENERATE TLG MOCK SHELL
GLOBAL STANDARD SHELL
Global standard shell is the foundation of this system, and each standard shell is given a unique ID. Figure 3 shows
an example table shell - summary of TEAE by System Organ Class and Preferred Term. The shell ID is AE0201.

Figure 3. Example Standard Shell
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CORPORATE LEVEL COLUMN XML AND ROW XML
For each standard shell, we prepared column xml and row xml (see Figure 4) as well as title and footnote excel file.
Column headers usually vary from study to study and thus ‘[Treat]’ was inserted into column xml to provide flexibility
for customization. Sometimes, treatment information is placed in row header like what usually did for laboratory shift
table. In this case, ‘[Treat]’ will be inserted into row xml file.

Figure 4. Corporate Level Row XML and Column XML metadata

TLG TOC – UNIQUE FOR EACH STUDY
To enable customization of table shell, we established TOC file (left part of Figure 5) which is an excel file consisting
of two spreadsheets. The TOC sheet contains type, shell_ID, output number, title, analysis set and outfile name while
the Treatment Group sheet includes type, row_header, column_header. The type column and shell ID column can
link row_header or column header information with global row xml or global column xml. In this way, study level row
xml and column xml can be generated. Multiple column headers allow possibility of defining span column headers.
For example, Column_Header1 and Column_Header2 defined for Type B can generate a table containing two levels
of columns headers as showed in bottom part of Figure 5.

Figure 5. TLG TOC

LINK TOC AND XML METADATA TO GENERATE STUDY LEVEL XML METADATA
By linking TOC and coporate level xml, study level row xml (Figure 6) and column xml (Figure 7) can be generated. it
is not hard to find that [Treat] from coporate level XML has been replaced with real column header, Placebo,
Xanomeline Low Dose and Xanomeline High Dose. These xml files can be converted into SAS dataset (Figure 6 and
Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Study Level Row XML and Corresponding SAS dataset

Figure 7. Study Level Column XML and corresponding SAS dataset

GENERATE FINAL RTF OUTPUT
By using cross join [1] from PROC SQL and PROC TRANSPOSE procedure, SAS datasets can be merged into a new
dataset which will be used by PROC REPORT to produce TLG mock shell.

Figure 8. Cross Join Row and Column Dataset and Transpose for Final Output Dataset

GENERATE MOCK SHELL APPLICATION
To further meet the more diversified customization needs of users while minimize the time for generating and
modifying TLG shells, an application was designed as showed in Figure 9. The left part shows steps that users must
go through to generate TLG shell in RTF format.
➢

Step 1: Select study level TOC file. Button ‘Generate Outfile_Name’ can generate outfile name for each TLG
using NLP (Nature Language Process) while button ‘Edit Outfile_Name’ can help update the outfile name.

➢

Step 2: By clicking ‘Generate Initial XML’ button, two xml files containing row and column information will be
created automatically. Button ‘Update Individual XML’ can activate TOC tab. The third button ‘Combine
Individual XML’ can bundle all induvial xml files together.
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➢

Step 3: By clicking buttons ‘Row xml2tree’ and ‘Column xml2tree’, overall xml files will be displayed as ‘row
tree’ and ‘column tree’ in right part of GUI. Right-click menu feature as well as Delete undo/redo is provided
for customization of shell. Buttons ‘Row tree2xml’ and ‘Column tree2xml’ can allow us to convert customized
tree into xml files.

➢

Step 4: Initial title and footnote excel file will be generated based on global footnote metadata once
‘Generate Title and Footnote Excel’ is clicked. A button was also created to open this excel file for
customization.

➢

Step 5: Row xml file, column xml file, title and footnote metadata file will be used to create RTF file for each
TLG by clicking on ‘XML2RTF’. Button ‘Combine RTF’ enable us to bundle individual rtf files into final TLG
shell.

Repeat step 2 or 3, step 4 (no need to generate initial title and footnote metadata) and step 5 to update TLG shell
once get comments from Biostatistician, Medical and other functions.

Figure 9. Generate Mock Shell Application
To make it easier to modify xml files for just one TLG, a TOC tab (see Figure 10) was also generated to contain TLG
information organizing in the same way as it is stored in TLG TOC file. Right click menu on specific Outfile_Name cell
can help generate initial xml file, convert xml files into row/column tree, generate RTF and even delete xml files.

Figure 10. TOC tab of Generate Mock Shell Application
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GENERATE TLG OUTPUT
There are two types of TLG, TLG requiring many derivations and those require no or few derivations.
Automatic generation of first type relies heavily on SAS reporting macros while creation of second type
heavily depends on metadata file linking columns and variables together.

TLG REQUIRING MANY DERIVATIONS
SAS Reporting Macro System
Besides xml metadata and footnote metadata, SAS reporting macros were also generated based on global standard
TLG mockup and Shell ID (Figure 11). For example, SAS macro m_ar_ae_socpt was intended to develop AE
summary table having shell ID like AE0201, AE0202, AE0301 and AE0302.
These reporting SAS macros have same prefix ‘m_ar_’ and developed based on same unit macros (e.g.
u_lbl2header), analysis macros (e.g. m_ar_count and m_ar_mean) and report macro m_ar_reports. For efficacy TLG,
SAS procedures instead of m_ar_count and m_ar_mean will be used to increase readability and understandability for
reviewers.

Figure 11. SAS Reporting Macro System
Outputs generated by these reporting macros include RTF file, SAS TLG output dataset, SAS parameter dataset and
SAS open code. Main function of SAS open scripts is to be submitted to regulatory authorities. It can generate same
TLG as parent SAS program file does. Moreover, only few sub macros like m_ar_count, m_ar_mean and m_reports
can be found in these open scripts. Comments regarding sub macro feature and parameter usage will be added right
before the code calling these sub macros. With good formatting and comments, it is very easy for reviewer to
understand the code.
Multi-language is also handled by these macros. By switching value of parameter LANGUAGE, users can produce
both English and Chinese TLG. Fixed wording will be translated directly by macros. Table content coming from ADaM
or SDTM dataset should be translated at ADaM or SDTM level.

TLG SAS TEMPLATE
Given the fact that there is a one-to-one or one-to-many relationship between SAS reporting macro and shell ID, it is
very easy to generate a SAS program template file for each TLG. Figure 12 presents a template file for table with
shell ID AE0201. It consists of program header part and SAS macro part.
Information required by program header and macro parameter values can vary from table to table. To make it easy
for automation, they are broken into small units enclosed in brackets. These small units can be replaced with real
code or text customized for a specific TLG so that SAS program file to create this TLG output can be generated.
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Figure 12. SAS Program Template

EXTRACT INFORMATION FOR TLG TITLE AND XML FILES
It is not hard to get information like protocol number, program name, TLG title, program author and substitute them
for small units in program template file. But for other small units like ‘[teaeCode]’, ‘[tesaeCode]’ and ‘[lvl1Code]’, the
only way to get related information is to check TLG title and mock shell (xml files in our case). At Dizal, we applied
regular expression and rule-based matching of Spacy package to extract Named-entity recognition (NER) which can
be used to derive small units. Below shows the code regarding how to perform NER for AE summary table title [2].
The extracted group of words by Spacy package were assigned labels like byGroup, leadingGroup, relatedGroup,
pctGroup, cycGroup, teaeGroup and so on. For title ‘Summary of TEAE by MedDRA Systerm Organ Class and
Preferred Term’, we can get three NERs which are ‘TEAE’, ‘MedDRA System Organ Class’ and ‘Preferred Term’.
Their entity names are teaeGroup, lvl1Group and lvl2Group.
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Figure 13. Code to Extract Key Words from TLG Title

Macro Mapping Specification
With the macro mapping specification showed in Figure 14 and fuzzy match of fuzzywuzzy package, the extracted
text and labels can be derived as small units. For example, label ‘teaeGroup’ can derive two small units - ‘[teaeCode]’
and ‘[teaeText]’. Their respective values are and strip(upcase(trtemfl)) = ‘Y’ and TEAE. Label ‘lvl1Group’ and text
‘MedDRA System Organ Class’ can get small unit ‘[lvl1Code]’ and corresponding value is ‘aebodsys’. While label
‘lvl2Group’ and text ‘Preferred Term’ can get value of ‘[lvl2Code]’ assigned as ‘aedecod’.
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Figure 14. Macro Mapping Specification
By replacing these small units with corresponding values, SAS program template file can be customized for a specific
TLG. Those small units not being able to be extracted from TLG title will be replaced with blank space.

Figure 15. Example of Automatically Generated TLG SAS Program

LISTING REQUIRE NO OR FEW DERIVATIONS
Listing Metadata and Auto-Mapping
A metadata file containing column header, sub header will be generated from mock shell XML file. With Shell_ID,
Col_Header, Sub_Col_Header, columns like Source_Dataset, Source_Variable, Data_Type, and Format can be filled
by merging with global metadata.
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Figure 16. Example of Listing Metadata
For listings not covered by corporate level mock shell, source dataset and variables as well as datatype, format can
be populated by finding most similar label from ADaM and SDTM spec comparing against column header using NLP.
Below presents code about how to map source variables.

Figure 17. Code to Map Source Variable with Column Header
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Convert Listing Metadata into Program File
After manually check and update the metadata, listing metadata file can be converted into SAS program file by calling
SAS macro u_shell_meta2code. Below shows example metadata converted program file. The code is well structured.
Even if required source information is not filled, similar code can also be generated. Users only need to update
Process input dataset section and thus still saves a lot of time for statistical programmers.

Figure 18. Example Listing Program File Created from Metadata

CDARS APPLICATION
To improve working efficiency, we integrated the process of reviewing mockup, generating program file, reviewing
program file, submitting program and opening RTF output into one application – CDARS.
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Figure 19. CDARS Application
By selecting title and footnote excel, Shell_ID, Output_Number, Table Title, Outfile_Name and other information will
be extracted and displayed in table as showed in Figure 19. Log status, RTF status and Checklist status can also be
displayed. Reviewing QC status can be completed by pressing right click on column header of ‘QC_Status’ column.
By clicking on ‘Generate SAS Program File’, initial SAS program containing program header and macro code will be
generated for each TFL based on Shell_ID. Already existed program file will not be over-written. By clicking on cells
under ‘Log_Status’, ‘RTF_Status’ and ‘Checklist_Status’ columns, corresponding files can be opened for review.
Another two feature about page break issue and open code issue is also integrated.

CONCLUSION
This paper introduced how to achieve the task of TLG Auto Generation at Dizal. This process has been used by
several studies and has been proved to have a great ability to increase efficiency. With more and more data recycled
from studies, we believe that the productivity can be further improved.
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